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RE: Draft ACC Policy Statement regarding Utility Disincentives to Energy Efficiency
and Decoupled Rate Structures, Docket Nos. E-00000J.08-0314 and G-00000C-08-
0314.

Dear Colleagues and Parties to the Docket:

Attached you will find a Draft ACC Policy Statement regarding Utility Disincentives to Energy
Efficiency and Decoupled Rate Structures. You will see that it includes a detailed account of the
Commission's workshops on these issues held over the course of this year, as well as a series of
policy statements, followed by an ordering paragraph.

I welcome the comments of all those involved with the workshops on this proposed policy
statement. In addition to providing their input on the draft policy statement, I would like the
utilities that participated in the workshops to answer the following question:

1.

2.

3.

The Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories' ("LBNL") analysis of the benefits
associated with the commission's Energy Efficiency Standard, as presented and
discussed in the workshops, identified $5.2 billion of ratepayer Bil] savings at Tucson
Electric Power ("TEP") and Arizona Public Service Company ("APS") combined,
even accounting for the rate impacts associated with decoupling. Please confirm for
the Commission the basis of these savings, i.e. I would like both TEP and APS to
identify which generation plants, both caseload and peaking, will be deferred as a
result of the energy efficiency standard and for how long those plants will be
deferred.
If any utility that advocated for decoupling now believes that any of the deferrals
identified in the LBNL analysis will not occur, please state so and any reasons for this
change in assessment.
Please tell the Commission what your 2011 Integrated Resource Plans, to be filed
soon with the Commission pursuant to the ACC's IRP rules, will state with regard to
the Energy Efficiency Standard's impact on generation deferrals at your utility.

1 200 WEST WASHINGTON, PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85007-2996 /400 WEST CONGRESS STREET,TUCSON, ARIZONA 85701-1347
www.azcc.gov
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I would like the Participants in this docket, as well as any of the interested Parties, to file written
comments regarding the draft in Docket Control within 10 days.

Thank you for your attention to this draft policy statement and I look forward to scheduling with
my colleagues a time for further discussion of the draft and the responses filed to it.

rSincerely,

2in WZ.
Kris Mayes
Commissioner

Cc: Ernest Johnson
Lyn Farmer
Janice Alward
Steve Oleo
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ACC Policy Statement Regarding Utility Disincentives to Energy Efficiency and
Decoupled Rate Structures

Introduction

Several factors underscore the need for increased energy efficiency in Arizona.

Historically, Arizona has experienced high population growth and corresponding

increases in demand for energy which has required significant investments in distribution,

transmission and generation facilities and led to increased u infrastructure and

operational expenses.

While growth is anticipated to continue 5 future, expanded and side

efforts, such as energy efficiency and demand re P@.I1§e, cg;
.44

moderate rate I €E'Ssures

otherwise experienced Hom growth d reduce custom~'lity bills. Expansion of

4:
~.c Q18~'~ ~e stability, mitigatesdemand side management programs is `ve, promo

exposure to volatile fuel pry_o_es, creates co~~sa~~ g s EE

°ve, promo I

_-Q 1* ; - -Q*F »* »---INpities for customers and

limits unnecessary Lg8gro\

Since June 200§e,*co§

subsequ9_
_ =

..~ .1 :*mm ca,

. in th' . generic docket (08-0314) and

I"), has in investigating utility financial

disinceli Gs to energy
la 'of z . . .

e fgggency 3 eonslderlng how it can address these issues and

maxlmlze end l_efticienc fforts at Arizona's utilities.

On Decen 43009, the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

on Electric Energy Efficiency, which ado Ted an energy efficiency requirement forp

Arizona's electric utilities. The ro used rules re fire cumulative annual ever satin sg

of 22% by December 31 , 2020 for Arizona's largest electric utilities. The proposed

energy efficiency rules recognize potential utility disincentives to achieving the Energy

Efficiency Standard ("EES") and include provisions providing for Commission review of

1



measures designed to address these disincentives in future rate cases. Similar energy

efficiency mies are currently being developed for Arizona's gas utilities. On August 25,

2010, the Commission issued a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Gas Energy

Efficiency, which adopted an energy efficiency requirement for Arizona's gas utilities to

achieve cumulative annual energy savings of 6% by December 31, 2020.

Purpose

Properly addressing disincentives to energy efficigg 1 ;;n3portant to the

Commission, the companies involved, and Arizona Qraditionally,

Arizona's utilities have been disincented to ggsly utllge demand-s1 ~>433gagement

programs to meet their resource needs. An mtemal cogilgct eats for ut1l1t1< between

sales growth and promotion of progr gechnologies 82:11 reduce sales. as these

sales offer die opportunity to recover fix'Q cos
` ;;;,.,¢.

J~i~gn progsales erosion may

impact recovery of 1ixqg£<><8.18_§§§d invests§lqwms. 1;"§'{h¢ degree to which lu l ly

fixed costs are f*;~§ om 8umetric sal ggaet lost revenue and profit erosion

effect existgwjgighgpuld
f , Q , 4 ,
3 ut111t1es robustly seeking to implement

eyers iiiciency me3'§3 disincentive to reduce sales discourages demand-

side man t prog1rar hich{>uld ultimately benefit customers and minimize

utility rates and G:4.;9m¢r no bills.
iamb,

In recognition rthe need to fully utilize supply and demand side options for

meeting resource needs in Arizona, the Commission has been considering alternate

approaches it could adopt to spur the use of demand side programs. On February 23 ,

2010 the Commission issued a Notice of Inquiry to solicit input on utility disincentives

and decoupling frameworks. The responses to the Notice of Inquiry led to Commission

2



Workshops on decoupling and a study by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory

("LBNL") examining the potential impacts of energy efficiency savings goals and

decoupling through 2030. The Regulatory Assistance Project also participated in and

provided technical assistance during the Commission Workshops.

Description

A revenue decoupling mechanism is a ratemaking desig; ?c11 reduces org .4' .

removes the linkage between sales and utility revenues a;;g§ r p_9§ts, reducing utility

,
au

disincentives to the adoption of programs that bene.~ 8mers b} g1g energy, but

which also contribute to sales erosion and ~¢.,=»>é§i every ~,~ theorized ?3 r.eosts.

.. . . I .
Several states have utlllzed decoupling as a means gtfé48 .~ eng their energy efticnency

efforts and the American Recovery a1§1?;einvestment A'Qc
participating states to consider general po14c1es ;

3909 (ARRA) has asked

Eiiliry financial incentives

are aligned with helpi§§§ rs use enc ore efficiently. Arizona, in accepting

ARRA funding, ag 3@8%&a,a;g and consid<;1l5se policies.

Mechani(
55i"'}'9*§=

I I'€V€ ' Q¢d€COp1§@mpM€S actual V€I'sl.ls authorized revenues OI'

reven1;'é,'§per customer -* a pp either credits or collects any differences from

customers"41§_subsequent gpod. Th1s collection would include, among other thugs,*W /W

revenue impacSIociated8=vith implementation of demand side programs.*
States whichiave implemented revenue decoupling have addressed several issues

s

within the decoupling design. Among the design and implementation issues are the

application of the mechanism to all or only some customer classes, whether to include or

exclude weather related sales fluctuations, and the frequency, nature, and allowed amount

of true-ups or decoupling adjustments.

3
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Revenue decoupling achieves the primary purpose of reducing utility

disincentives to implementing demand side programs and reducing energy consumption.

While decoupling alone does not directly lead to increases in utility promotion of energy

efficiency, decoupling paired with energy efficiency requirements creates an effective

environment for the implementation and promotion of demand side programs.

The Commission recognizes that alternative mechanisn_;§3*8*5̀ddressing utility

disincentives may exist, such as implementation of fully Jased rates, development of

. . . . . , ' 'Q .
lost revenue mechanisms or mcorporatlon of antlclpafgd energy efficllQy effects into

* .: in .

rate case forecasts. While these measures 2 118 uti1j_ty disincenti fhey can lead
;lV£sIr Maria:

. . . 'I  .-.`a. W . .
to slgnlticant b11l impacts or prove complex and ad1181§I8l'at1vety challenge to

4
#8

We "4

implement.

The Commlsslon behaves that, p§perl . ag ed, de8oupl1ng offers slgmficant

'L

advantages over alteman 1W

¢~i-41;

o
eehamsms to asI easing u y disincentives which hlrthers

the utilization of do. 'a fdfside resources._1

DE"<378U12L1nG WORKSHOPS

mission conducted workshops in April, May, and June of 2010 to
'i£<"83

address issues ralse l38 the Notice of Inquiry, stakeholder concerns and an analysis of

energy efficiency goals and decoupling prepared by LBNL at the Commission's request.

4' "

" " . . . 'r£.F!8".  **;

1*

45
me 14

4

April 15-16, 2010 Workshop

The April 15-16, 2010 workshops principally provided background information

on decoupling and addressed stakeholder responses to the Notice of Inquiry, highlighting

areas of agreement and issues which required further consideration.

4
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Participants noted that the Commission's EES "...changes the landscape for

energy efficiency in the state"l and that significant growth in energy programs results in

.growth in the impacts.. "2 Modest sales reductions, such as those likely to result

from utility energy programs, were alleged to have significant impacts on utility earnings.

Decoupling was identified as a means of holding revenues constant by fluctuating prices

up and down in the opposite direction of sales changes

Among the issues identified regarding decoupling,9 .=§?oke to the timing ofv

true-ups, the benefits of full versus limited decouple
4

:f*'*limitation 1 'collars on the

decoupling adjustments.4 Extensive discussion ~ t e r e d  t i t h e  e f f e c t  o f

utility risk and cost of capital, and weedier recognize an of

~.~

#41
* w So' 1

eQ_Qg18ling on

'=:§**'*'
e iisk mi¢igati0§*imp1ied by

decoupling could be synchronized wt option of g_ling. The Commission

• • As. . • I »
was cautioned that adoption of decouple;~We @g¢.¢ at PMMT- or 11m1ted term may

not provide investors gt *certainty to 't cost o P ~apiM benefits at the outset.5
QYI

Explicit adoption o c~/.. 8§.4p1in8i¢h a period1 9y;iew was identified as an alterative

option to p t ion . `

¢ 3 . l i t y  r e p r e s s ~ es ggybehalf of Arizona Public Service Company

("APS") §'§§_on ElectricEwer ("EP"), Southwest Gas ("SWG"), and the Grand

Canyon State ~. °. Coarative Association ("GCSECA"). Utility representatives

generally argued the*découpling, or similar mechanisms, were necessary to support the
4 "

| TR Vol 1, Pg 15, 24-25.
*TR ve>1 1, pg 30, 18-19.
1 TR Vol 1, pg 68, 4-5.
4 TR Vol 1, Pgs 79-90.
> TR Vol 11, pg 164, 12-18, TR Vol 11, pg 170, 9-14.
3 TR Vol 11, Pg 187, 6-16.
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Commlsslon's energy efticlency requirements and largely advocated a revenue per

customer form of full decoupling.8

In supporting decoupling, utility representatives identified the need to align utility

and customer interests,9 the generation infrastructure that could be deferred as a result of

decoupling, 10 environmental benefits which would result from deferral of future

generate," a heightened focus on operational expenses" and_l;l1kgl1hood of better

and less expensive resource portfolios for customers in t4elong@ Utilities preferred

s'

11111 decoupling to limited decoupling, for its aamini69zi4E*=simp1i& @ting that it

would result in cost minimization andlessens,h*e@ings.'

In response to questions as to whether Arizon 3 d gage in a lOad approval

of decoupling, utilities responded ~89;~ ,§_13naLl<ing w0>T&8~yide a framework and

parameters but the expectation was that Un a  o r e address issues within a

eked which imen/a1%u1d be used to reconcile

9% -§

. 1rate case proceeding.

w 'SSrevenues - annualféen rannual ( Equarterly - ufllities supported at least annual
QS

%to,¢=several'% Qing 1h o ore frequent adjustments allowing4@=§193»Y.918
1'

b *"'*L"4s:l» 1.

reconciliat

custo un~ to receive3@§Qts in i

. 8
384' °\r$-"¢ _

event of extreme weather events.'

I1 9nse to que§§8ns ab 1t how to control for excessive rate impacts
. .  •

. . .§§ f ,
g *¢

associated .uplin§gnd whether a "dead-band" would be appropriate, utilities

<@~f=»»82~

in 4
*-

.by,
1

9?

7 TR Vol 11, Pg 198, 3-12; TR Vol 11, Pgs 203, 18 through 204, 15; TR Vol 11, Pg213, 14-21; TR Vol 11,
Pgs 222, 25 through Pg 225, 13.
8 TR Vol 11, Pa 198, 14.
9 TR Vol 11, pg 200, 17-18, Ps 205, 1-6.
10 TR Vol 11, Ps201, 6-10.
11 TR Vol 11, pg201, 10-13.
12 TR Vol 11, Pg 223, 10-18.
13 TR Vol 11, pg 207, 8-10.
14 TR Vol 11, Pgs 300, 10 through 303, 19.
15 TR Vol 11, Pgs 304, 13 through 305, 19.
16 TR Vol 11, Pgs 305, 20 through 311, 15.
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supported a dead-band in concept and favored annual caps or a collar of at least three

17percent.

The Residential Utility Consumer Office ("RUCO") indicated it is not opposed

necessarily to decoupling, however it believed "...any recovery mechanism must, one, be

cost effective, two, contain a detailed commitment to energy efficiency, ..three, have a

degree of accountability and transparency, and four, have
44+-.5**'y8

high ~9%*15'l"qn the amount that

m ay be recovered. " l 8  Pres  l a rgel y  agreed wi t hRUCO's»~ and bel ieved planned'%»,.

and exist ing requi rements under the Commission's Mssed 9f the expressed
.4 .

.4~,*?¢'*"
19concerns.

Commxsslon Staff recognized impacts to ut 3§§§§;9ced cat recovery ram energy

. 20 . . '€*4» .
efficiency and mdlcated a need to ba7La;;c twitan. incentive utilities wanting to sell

more and policies asldng customers to u~~~ less.
Y ;i:L;:.

other

~4*'i' * "
.~i .
. .

v ates it believed it would

be appropriate to ad1u;98

4~ eeL en!

tent » upd coupling enhanced revenue

~.~,I

. .
-.'.~'i3*>}:¢ .

*8¢4-.,

~w

74»¥Yiz

ggructures to . e extent

stability."In ad econ g, Staffindl thatArizona'sutility companies

. . "%;£: " ' * . *a .
were eve S A 0 8@kmd of cost recovery, whether4 .;t@"'3 L 1

deco4p1 g or other f61=i__1}j;gf. M ¥§ry-23
. 5 . 4" . . . . 44 ,,

Rep sentatlves fo1 nzonans for Electric Cholce and Competltlon ( AECC )
-;.,

opposed decoL 9ing, static;'
2; 92

44 <:. :a
that any discussion would best be had in a general rate case24

and arguing that indiSrial consumers were probably not a good target for revenue

..5. r4

17 TR Vol 11, Pgs 312, 10 through 315, 3.
is TR Vol II, Pgs 232, 22 through 233, 4.
19 TR Vol 11, Pgs 233, 12 through 234, 3, Pgs 234, 15 through 235, 1 1, pg 236, 3-198 pg 237, 2-13.
to TR Vol 11, Pgs 254 line 25 through 255, line 3.
21 TR Vol 11, pg 256, 20-23 .
22 TR Vol 11, Pgs 259, 16 through 260, 3.
23 TR Vol 11, pg 265, 3-15.
24 TR Vol 11, pg 284, 5.

\
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decoupling." While AECC indicated its opposition to revenue decoupling, it further

stated that if decoupling was adopted AECC would want to see clear and careful review

on return on equity.26

Representatives for the Arizona Investment Council ("AIC") spoke in favor of

decoupling, arguing that there are benefits that accrue to consumers from such a

mechanism." AIC further stated that the Commission must paygglttention to energy

efficiency programs to be able to reach out and get as many ustggers as possible

0 » 28engaged in conservation

Marshall Magruder noted that avoided,_Q'3§ts could'nesult for bc>th"~i§'ifi s" and
SQ*

. . "*»., f  .
consumers, from aggressive adoption of energy eftie1§r}g§§9;where lower operational

demands ease maintenance requiremehgg
Y

h .

In concluding the meeting, speci8§gque e pole" to utility representatives

, 4 . TO - » 0 .
regarding app ro rate decoy 1.11 deal s. 1 once t questlons as to whether ArizonaP . 4.8 gr p

should engage in a*br6a a
».8'.

policy stateg_9g8

. ppr of dccoupl ut1I1t1cs responded that a rulemaking or

old pr i* 3T§,£ a * *I§%*,3 . d parameters but the expectatlon was thatM
utilities

F' 181 ='

.

_ 4
441.

4,:  F
»a.

. . ~#ia
1

.£.Jr:

Q54

.'§§3.0 . ..¢'" . .
proceeding s ~hen asked inch time interval should be used to reconcile revenues,

utilities supported at least annual reconciliation with

several arguing in fagot of more frequent adjustments allowing customers to receive

. . .. _
would more to Q address t13_Q*_4dopt1on of decoupling wlthln a rate case

. 148'
annual, semi-anoua1..or orly,

w . . l_nr
4

offsets in the event of extreme weather events.31

25 TR Vol 11, Ps 284, 14-18.
26 TR Vol 11, pg 286, 1-8.
27 TR Vol 11, PG 294, 13-22.
za TR Vol 11, Pg 296, 7-11.
29 TR Vol 11, Pgs 297, 13 through 298, 7.
30 TR Vol II, Pgs 304, 13 through 305, 19.
31 TR Vol 11, Pgs 305, 20 through 31 1, 15.
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In response to questions about how to control for excessive rate impacts

associated with decoupling and whether a "dead-band" or collar would be appropriate,

utilities supported a dead-band in concept and favored annual caps of at least three

percent." When asked whether changes to capital structure to reflect reduced risk were

in order, utilities encouraged caution and a fuller record to develop the issue." In

addressing questions regarding appropriate reporting and eva1u8.;i*81'§4u1i¢ies and

stakeholders responded that the reporting required under ggéen efficiency rules was

¢QQupling would

4

Significant, however, additional information specificafifyréated to

likely be needed." In response to concerns ra gou maintaining cus Mlce
standards, stakeholders and utilities asserted that decQgl£v>u1d not minimize the

focus on customer service and the en§'Eae

""""=».

§g3§L8ciency rules @8 1 require the development

of enhanced customer relatlonshlps anal t ractl~i.e

J

a!/" ,- .,.
-, ~;.\< 1

JF'

1 .,'EQ
4'\
>4

: *44
N p the investment community to

\

\ v*&l;9". g.

, e  4»
~»sr=54

..A
;l MQ

i  r a  c . s* ~4 _ f

In response to | "regrading 'V~ ~eception 85~ the

decoupling, 5 'es res .éignded that so ,w *n ncems had been expressed regarding

details and m~ 1~ *}*,=, Iau . o _~:. ~upling mechanism would address

it ratings agencies 'indicated a positive receptiongm ..¢ if siG s¢a¢88ais¢u s.>
ii

for deco1;*3f1§8;37

.94
In respons*8o Que. 80ns regarding appllcatlon of decoupling to customer classes,

~364~.

APS indicated that the e were merits to both class specific and aggregated 1nechanisms,38

A .

. W
3 . '
_,5§§>. ,~»

: F m "

9 .

32 TR Vol 11, Pgs 312, 10 through 315, 3.
33 TR Vol 11, Pgs 322, 2 through 329, 12.
34 TR Vol 11, Pgs 330, 14 through 336, 7.
35 TR Vol 11, Pgs 336, 11 through 344, 9.
36 TR Vol 11, pg 344, 16-23; Pgs 345, 22 through 346, 4.
37 TR Vol 11, pg 349, 19-25.
38.TR Vol 11, PG 351, 6-12.
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TEP expressed a preference for a by class mechanism," and SWG expressed a preference

for application to all classes.4°

May 3, 2010 Workshop

The May 3, 2010 workshop principally addressed rate design issues associated

with decoupling, common concerns raised regarding decoupling, impacts on participating

and nonparticipating customers and a discussion of technical is§g' &u;1ongst participants.

ii

, .allows the
,»=,;¢f*

F

" 'g

It was argued that decoupling is a means of Pm ss191s better structured

to drive energy efficient outcomes. SMeholders nogéf£t13_a decoup 148

Commission to... set rates that are based on marginal costs mg
.6

4i"'"` .J.'Jin

9

a l

¢§ting the

new revenue volatility for the u¢i1i¢i¢s.""1 Energy effiegcy benefits were fdentlfied
.?§Tb

where rates were based on long-runmarginal costs z Sta ` é §lers stated that properly
4
88~

designed rates have resulted in dramatic gnse ~;~€. n -..gffects.48°
; was asserted that the

*g *g 0

W4"*§§P~1».
'beth t"'» c l  n  o n8§;'~§.. a to s

%w.
* ;

44*

Commission must ens .i~. t i 'rate design 1j6w and in the future must be

i n t e r n a l l y  c o n s i s t ~  g  e v e r efficiency pr0 ms and internal ly consistent  wi th

. ,  £ . . 49" .. .

ratemaking ,- glug. . ~ and ~ p 1  g , la reinforcing the other  and moving ut i l i t ies8 w

in the,same dlrectlon. ' vw 9
~@;f8'?'~ * t

.  " '  ' 4 9\ iv

1

.̀'"39'4:>»
3:
,

2534 4. /. . . . . . . . .
beholders highfiglgted common crltlclsms of decoupling, including that it is a

different approaehtto raters ing,45 it could serve as a disincentive for a utility's

management to control costs,46 that it diminished risk for investors," that it should

*4#
45"

39 TR Vol 11, pg 351, 16 through 352, 1.
40 TRVol 11, Pg 352, 8-11.
41 TR Vol 111, pg 369, 21-24.
42 TR Vol III, Pgs 373, 25 through 374, 4.
43 TR Vol 111, pg 407, 3-4.
44 TR Vol 111, Pg 376, 10-16.
45 TR Vol 111, pg 411, 5-13.
46 TR Vol 111, Pgs 411, 25 through 412, 13.
47 TR Vol 111, Pgs 412, 14 through 413, 2.
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require a demonstrated commitment to energy efficiency," that it could diminish utility

support for economic development," and that energy efficiency savings are not

necessarily being caused by utilities.5°

Other concerns raised with respect to decoupling included the differences between

new and existing customers in a decoupling design. With straight revenue per customer

decoupling, new customers utilizing less gas or electricity than gjclstlng customers could.4%~"3̀-?*,

drive upward rate pressure as rates for existing customers.,4 .»

330 49¢d to make up the
'u

4%.
J* 'Fe

Ev 1/"
499.

1? 43

14:74

~*£.1cr

difference between revenues received at current rates fifrom New customers and the

allowed revenue per customer.51 In response g.;@Q;§issue, 'Some parties ~8~~" what

. 0 @§ "~ f f '
decoupling models could adjust revenues per customer downward year by year to reflect¢ " .4

what would happen in the absence of §g49g}ing, or a bi 4;_cd approach could be used

. . 52
for exlstmg and new customers.

energy

. Stakeholders a~ =r~83';§;~ pacts of X lpling stormers who participated in

energy efficiency s  a n ~~ o n p a r t i c i p a t i ~  -  , c u s t o m e r s .  F o r  C u s t o m e r s  W h o  a d o p t e d

r~ eroded some of the savings they .4
9**§Z§.*

p J

.
4

4

m
4949

1'€C€iV£

ahas ~'~=3!~

3 For non; igants§§ gypping contributed to slight increases in rates.54

1 8'

3'-
Er

r

88
Robust custgier pamclpaton was identified as a means of addressing impacts to all

customers, wit*€a1ticular.focus on low income customers who could be most at risk.55

Particular attention was paid to utility plans for scaling up programs, reaching as many
"€4"8¢,s°'*

4 .t._.'.p

¢;.*..

84

i s  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  p g 4 1 3 ,  3 - 1 3 .

4 9  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  P g s  4 1 3 ,  1 4  t h r o u g h  4 1 4 ,  1 4 .

5 0  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  p g  4 2 4 ,  4 - 1 3 .

5 1  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  P g 4 1 7 ,  2 - 1 .

5 2  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  P g s  4 1 8 ,  1 2  t h r o u g h  4 1 9 ,  2 .

5 3  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  P g s  4 2 6 ,  1 4  t h r o u g h  4 2 9 ,  4 .

5 4  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  P g s  4 2 6 ,  1 4  t h r o u g h  4 2 9 ,  4 .

a s  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  P g s  4 2 9 ,  2 1  t h r o u g h  4 3 0 ,  1 3 .
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communities as possible and touching all customers with energy efficiency programs, so

that the number of nonparticipants would be minimized.56

In response to questions regarding maintenance of service quality standards,57 the

utilities responded that service quality was being addressed in existing operations, but

that the key consideration with respect to decoupling was establishing the appropriate

performance benchmark that utilities would be required to aching

In response to questions regarding opposition to clggbllpllg by ratepayer
2#QEi 3a

advocates and the National Association of State Utility .consumer
1

Adv0¢a¢¢s5'("nAsUcA"), parties recognized ed to eniglain to the pu épolicies

1~- \
that the Commission is adopting and implementing 1t1es were encouraged to

4,develop plans for communicating Eg - and ipncy to their customem°s.6'
» • ;5_ a €"°¢1 1. 0 • •

In response to questions regard1n8hn° ?*d_§_11m1sgat1on of energy efficiency,

#\* `

-

parties noted that the thijj up:
.¥*8

implemented but W ' ~

r
* o

i;
~3 -~.~ .

i ~. , + J -

.̀ - § ` z ' é , . . 4 ! . .
M :"'~.,.;,~ _ _w 4 . 4

' .1_ Aéfied in a; -1

» 63evaluation and research..8' I

\ 8 z

~f measurement,

4

party involve 9'3 s m888
€.'§?»2'i7¢...

l . . .  8 1 .

I t we ..'ii ester b s" •, g y 04;
.m"

~.4a-r >\9'"~

m4-game Q 'city administration of energy efficiency programsq fg

@ Mi n i s m odelh ensuccessful where

8 " • . • • • a •
»w feces 4 . Ly superior ='é -.: ,utlhty based model. Exlstlng thlrd

gi31
I ' .. ` d :i

4

\"

~~;8;» 9 l

.  , ,. , _

.34. .

wgglg * 0 . 0
has largely; 9 successfL11~m Arizona and it was further noted that the regulatory

compact accorded the Cnrnlsslon better opportunltles to steer regulated utllltles than

with a third party a;11nistrator operating under a contract.64
4*

l

56 TR Vol III, Pgs 435, 15 through 436, 20.
57 TR Vol 111, Pg 438, 4-23.
58 TR Vol 111, Pgs 437, 24 through 442, 13.
59 TR Vol 111, pg 454, 10-22.
60 TR Vol 111, pg 457, 20-25.
61 TR Vol 111, pg461, 13-25.
62 TR Vol 111, Pgs 466, 22 through 467, 18.
63 TR Vol 111, pg 469, I8-21; pg 472, 11-19.
64 TR Vol 111, Pg471, 2-20.
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... . .»?__~ ,
pronounced for gas utllltles. Parties su steel i '= ,Q 4

§?a~ ., ._ . .

84 treatment. 4

. . 67 .
new and exlstlng customers and re &glg1,;hat the 1ssu

such a difference ré"qE11re~ party

examine whether any cy

| 4 . Q .
customers, parties noted that one approach by a Wash1iigt8n utlllty wzggttoleave new

Ly adjustme8b8

existing customers between rate cases.66 Electric uti it;es;lfiioted istle difference between

customers entirely out of the decoupling mead do. . l

merited different treatment than existing customers.65

methodology, weather risk, caps on decoupling adjustments and whether new customers

customer classes that would be affected, distribution of adjustments, rate design, accrual

appropriate for Arizona. Assuming revenue per customer decoupling, which was

supported by many workshop participants: principal concerns revolved around the

In response to the issue of treating new customer 11st1oe§}y from exlstmg

In technical discussions, parties outlined decoupling models which could be

I'll I'll |

existed between new org,~ old customers and whether

@3;;8]8;lication of decoupling adjustments to

~' e ¢ w ~ o 1 d

3 4
¢* * .ii .Et

m3693;a 434;

44

7.4 .
I¥"'f'

4Qi , .44

her ana}ys1s was needed to

e likely be more

¢ •

8" *

49'

aY to

custo
*3"5>T1\* .3.l-

§§§.I>¢<=t to industrial customers, arguing that some
* :  :W
iV' 5

.alt

classes, pa fciilarly wlti.

customer 's lacked enough homogeneity to lend themselves to revenue decoupling,

'ifien do not contribute significantly to the recovery of fixed
i - f = *

g

\

and that induct?f"classe. ; T

RZ*
4 if

~: .33*::é€s»
costs.69 Some panieéigued that application of decoupling adjustments may be

inappropriate for small customer classes with fewer than one hundred customers.7° Others

65 TR Vol III, Pgs 482, 2 through 483, 23.
Se TR VoI 111, Pgs 486, 3 through 488, 2.
67 TR Vol 111, Pgs 488, 17 through 490, 8.
68 TR Vol 111, P8493, 11-24.
69 TR Vol 111 Pgs 494, 14 through 496, 15.
70 TR Vol 111 P8497, 11-22.
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asserted that decoupling should lean towards broad inclusion with participation from all

customers through a certain demand level." Recognizing the unique issues faced by

individual utilities, some argued that these issues would best be dealt with on a utility-by-

utility ba8i$-72

Related to the customer class issue was the question of whether shortfalls or over

recoveries should be spread evenly across classes or speclticallgggivtthqm classes. 3 Partles

noted that states have approached this issue in both ways,9j _tribution was seen as

keeping costs and adjustments focused within a class=1. 4
.A.4',é"

@1ttentiall .ing to larger per

unit adjustments, while across-class adjust1nel ll1.oothed.Qut overall ' ~_ ~int

potentially led to some level of subsidy between cl3'3§$,§1 $1 dressing thdistribudon1 '~==

54L
4 u

L

it collars couldof adjustments among customer class? ~arties noted the 8§Ju01111c

. e = wherefore current adjustments

;_ we .
*'3'€;§° n

14
' .,J -..~~w» .

minimize fluctuations and could be seas~n a y ?

. . vswere utlllzed. L

.onségUDis<:l1ss'

"F §

a~g into "~ether decoy »" ~l a f adjustments should be current,

P 4l;-8, ~no | . ~ ml Er examination of the utilities' billing*.monthly, or ~nnuglized.

syste frastructure

e.

re. i .

PaI§tI€sX38

o~ d b8@~ y.v

to determine whether a utility's existing

systems co -W` unctionaIl 'silpportnore current adjustments." In response to questionsfr., .

regarding adml37§'a five burdens, parties noted that monthly decoupling adjustments

would likely require ess work than fuel cost adjustments, as the data for the former

.r
.~<;g

.

F

' d *~.
»..21

1'
w ~~

would come directly from the billing systems."

71 TR Vol 111, pg 499, 3-18, pg 502, 5-9.
72 TR Vol 111, Pgs 502, 22 through 503, 25; pg 508 4-12.
73 TR Vol 111, pg 513, 6-13.
74 TR Vol 111, Pgs 515, 22 through 516, 11.
75 TR Vol 111, Pgs 516, 19 through 518, 18.
76 TR Vol 111, pg 521, 6-14., 522, 4-16.
77 TR Vol 111, pg 523, 15-21.
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Parties addressed the ability of decoupling to facilitate improved rate designs that

could encourage conservation and other goals.78 Rate designs which solely utilized

volumetric rates with no customer charges and use of inverted block rates were identified

as concepts worthy of discussion. While decoupling was recognized for facilitating rate

designs, caution was urged, particularly if decoupling was adopted as a pilot and not a

. 80 . .
permanent mechanism. Cooperatives were open to exploring .4 2.

3-lgegl rate designs, but

expressed reluctance toward any elimination of customeI;,5.;,*11 8Q§§ If straight

fixed/variable cost rates were adopted in lieu of deck utility i¢9*mer charges
. s

f¥§'

"ff . i»
alone would range from $22 to $70 per month; add1t16p31I charges table

costs.82

In response to questions regar`88|§`gl c_1option of a 5§i8§3rogram or implementation985;

e

l

e 4"RUCO's stated concegf

with review, RUCO noted it did not sup -4 °~4; nor RUCO opposed."
iaegt » .

. 1 1 X \

e perceptlo~decoup mg adjustments were driven by4" "I °rr

factors other than1i't1'?,8ff0rt; ch as weatle;;=
"

,and impacts of decoupling on customers
Mr

*J " WE

who impleT!3$?}l18Q$ii8 'l'=1)~

94 1

.*"%'e8838*l response t ?'§""§sti0n§E§§y9vhether decoupling was appropriate for
w

>, :L
» 2

¢ the 11'd for administrative simplicity,
.J

cooperatives' more.]imited

cooperatl p res st ress given the z

85 . . . .
~ resources. Partles remarked on the unique charactenstlcs of

"*§'&;; s

"*E3'*33k
,.~

.»~.3 _
,

549
~i

,

' f a  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  p g  5 2 5 ,  1 5 - 2 5 .

7 9  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  p g  5 2 6 ,  2 - 1 9 .

8 0  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  p g  5 2 6 ,  2 0 - 2 4 ,  p g  5 3 2 ,  1 - 9 ,  p g  5 3 3 ,  1  1 - 1 8 .

81 TR Vol 111, Pg 529, 4-19.
8 2  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  P g s  5 3 7 ,  2 3  t h r o u g h  5 3 8 ,  1 3 .

a s  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  p g  5 4 5 ,  3 - 6 .

8 4  T R  V o l  1 1 1 ,  P g s  5 4 5 ,  7  t h r o u g h  5 4 6 ,  7 .

8 5  T R  V o l  I n ,  p g  5 5 6 ,  7 - 1 8 .
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rural cooperatives and noted that the cooperatives were beginning to implement programs

and would need to be very aggressive in the future in order to comply with die EES.86

Echoing the cooperatives comments regarding administrative simplicity, parties

reiterated that fol] decoupling offered more straightforward calculations than if weather

and other non-efficiency related effects were removed.87

Mav 24, 2010 Workshop ,ow "

The May 24, 2010 workshop focused on utility hi§g5nca1§gpadyses of rates if.4
.4,

as f

w2~:4~
.~..

`§t

decoupling had existed between 2000 and 2010, LBTQJ
:=

r * sprel1m1nar}§4glys1s of the

I$91impact of the electric Energy Efficiency Stan d decupling on As., 'do
=. . ' . * f '

customers, and follow-up on recommended decoupllngggleslgns and related issues.

its

APS presented a ten-year Iool 3bac 4 .

1 requested by~' ~+884
§»;»¢ ,

*if

Cormnissioners and noted that if recoup *LQ* 8***'§2 : |

.: ' * ares of
9.5!
D

-W.'}!! ',
.

i;'.

Similar conclusions \

1
2444

.f
basis or a weather

14\
1

~,~alysis that

i I : -'*§»'_ w m interval, customers

would have experien ~.!@2'§'a"i:t»" funds and : ~es of ~ghly one and a half percent.88

greachgwhether th*;xaminat1on was based on an actual sales

weather normalized approach .grmal
2-

z~

'\3=,l4° 4

he..
"=a>. 3

2.xiI>....'~r
prodqégslightly more nuc'o c ten-year period.89 APS analyzed a revenue per

customer 1b881ach, model

83.

11. the fixed cost by class, excluding fuel costs, transmission

costs, regulato 8;s§ets, special surcharges and system benefits from the calculation.90

.e
Parties noted that A1§ i3nd1ngs underscored other research which contends that,

L r "

86 TR Vol 111, Pgs 558, 17 through 559, 8.
87 TR Vol 111, Pgs 560, 1 1 through 562, 13.
88 TR Vol iv, Pgs 586, 21 through 587, 12.
89 TR Vol iv, Pgs 587, 19 through 588, 2.
90 TR Vol Iv, pg 589, 12-22.
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nationally, decoupling mechanisms tend to result in adjustments dlat are less than three

91percent.

TEP's decoupling calculations resulted in similar findings to APS, largely falling

below three percent.92 Similar results were identified for both UNS Electric and UNS

Gas, as they stayed within a three percent cap, however, greater volatility was identified

for UNS Gas." In response to greater gas volatility, parties suggeglgdghat a larger collar

94exceeded.

or cap be utilized and that balances be allowed to carry ar i§th¢ collar is

M

SWG's decoupling calculations reHw dest c\1§omer impact~ ,,;a

.»43-
1" 4 8 4

11.
f

M

minimum impact of $.86 to a maximum impact of $. average o{$1.53.95 The

4.

E ~1~ ~was relatively small in
L'=%E.:,~ ..,.

9. *

' * ' ;

¢}"i5 54`8 '~ ,

. ,
.

3*

company noted that the decoupling i18'1 =.on a customer

• • 96 ~̀. "7
relatlon to the total customer blll. Whll := W c 9'-'EF _

.
exceeded three percent s n l `ear y six

Qwledgegf that the adjustments
5:.,»<45 f

8;

e cases, they argued that the
4-

. 3
3dol lar  impact rems~ \

I

I

r o"
1

4"

end in 881%

8 l~.odest8nsidedn th in e average gas bill was lower than the

average ele 91 In r~ ~,.~i~ if~ that consideration could be given to a

larggéép for gas u
L r .

4 ,
¢, 4

1€*'v§',  .

43

"\.
. W

x.

v

.

reselitatlons of their historical analyses, LBNL presented its

5 4

-~- ,in the utile"

preliminary ana . of.*S'w1th the implementation of the electric EES, with and

without decoupling. 's analysis examined ".
_4?'

. ' ..future impacts of current resource

plans and adopted policies of the Commission and strategies for dealing with energy

1 TR Vol IV, Pg 595, 1-1 1.
92 See June 9, 2010, TEP Decoupling Calculation Chart.
93 TR Vol IV, Pg 605, 8-13; Pg 607, 21-24; Pg 609, 7-22.
94 TR Vol W, Pgs 609, 23 through 610, 9.
95 TR Vol Iv, Pg 613, 6-14.
96 TR Vol IV, Pg 615, 8-1 1.
97 TR Vol IV, Pg 621, 1-1 1.
9a TR Vol IV, Pgs 622, 22 through 623, 14.
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efficiency, utilities and their customers."99 The LBNL analysis documented the benefits,

costs and financial impacts on ratepayers and shareholders of achieving energy efficiency

savings goals consistent with the Commission's EES, and the potential impact of a

decoupling mechanism. 100

The LBNL analysis began with establishing a business as usual case, based on

publicly available information, where APS offers efficiency prgga
-5.

4
. ; if the EES was

not enacted and continues on its preexisting savings path,418h1s p ured APS would

. " .

n , t`4=.

meet the annual energy savings targets in its 2010 Rate Settlement Augment and

hereafter meet a one percent annual energy s 14 s large 2010-2012 p§gg$l covered

in the APS rate case settlement.'°' Fuel and purchase<'Q9wer costs which are passed

.  ¢ .

. H a3;,1

44444;~<

\through to customers and nor fuel exp-ui, . such asm1899ndon capita expenditures. '"*§ .. .

and O&M expenses for new generation Q =~n5§"'£§:l:3§ ,~Q and bution resources, were

-

rf-M 1Frr¢€»...1 and*r . * v
l . *

q "...1 ¢

?
111- .

i
4;

expected to grow in e percent p84 102
ear. l e cases were assumed to be

filed every three
\

c

g;,8when 3pital expends
%

r a t e s  w e r e  Z S Q I Z I I T 1 two
7-s~ '»1**t¢~.¢..

. . A \c ,.. *5 J 'r
a9n4&4§ * " -

"*a v

the §8jn3vable Energy
f at

3.9 .

,-budgets exceeded a billion dollars,

=~<;~,  o ~4~ . 4 Om t h e  t i m e  o f  f i l i n g ,  a n d  c o m p l i a n c e  w i t h

ndar~88389 ") was presumed.'°3 In order to capture the full4

benefits o A
.»

energy efiigncy Measures installed in the business as usual case or under

the standard, a ear plgnnlng horizon was utilized.104

a
"6

14-it; .
we

J f
¢ . ' * »

' If

The business a usual scenario reflected ten year savings of more than 600

,
*.i,:

"  w, 1

4

megawatts of peak demand, and more than 43,000 gigawatt hours of energy savings over

99 TR Vol Iv, Pg 627, 15-18.
100 TR Vol IV, Pa 631, 9-22.
101 TR Vol Iv, pg 635, 2-17.
102 Id.

103 TR Vol IV, pg 640, 1 1-23.
104 TR Vol Iv, pg 642, 4-16.
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1peak savings. 09 Energygge
4

$35/1v1wh."0 Up to

Commission's EES, with estimated pro gr

assumed to offer energy efficiency an °§4@.4&- d response .~ . é

:~ . '.E%7"5i: .  U r . ? 5 1

. #3;

Q H y program co~ ~ts to the ~1lity were estimated at about

. i F
o . »~§ giga hours of c\ lat1vc annual energy savlngs were

Year during the 20-year time horizon.108

showed that APS is expected to under-earn relat1v ts§\thonz 1 'M almost every

return on rate base, interest on debt, and depreciation) growth 9;$;d%percent per year and
4 .

retail sales growth of 2.2 percent a year.107 Under the busiries tg§ual case, the analysis

and purchased power budget growth of 6.8 percent per year, rate-base related cost (e.g.,

assumed growth in nominal operation and maintenance costs of 3.5 percent per year, fuel

Roughly a third of the projected energy savings and half the peak demand savings came

. . . 1 0 6 . . .
from residential portfolio programs. Among its assumptions, the business as usual case

the measure lifetimes, with net benefits of $943 million (present value at 4.0%).I05

Under the high energy efficiency scenario (1.e

.̀" -'ea' a w
'~"  4

: »

,
=z :

'

~asure Ii times and on-peak/o ff~

'so..fa

4\ .  V

I

-\ 3 '
het the EES), APS was

1 6

ams to comply with the

;

Own
?

. tl;84

M

. . .. . II
expected to eyed m . ;9._.. fa644. 1

8? la --L ..§3': é5-.1 4.

. ompanng to »= s man case to the hlgh efticnency scenario
.2

I.

. au¢

*£§f€<*8.*'"

i IL*

..". 3
l percent and to about 1.4 percent4: 3;

" »~»
4 ,4 I

i "'
4 "
4

demons | 32~i ~4dditional off ts to834 growth.'12 Under the high efficiency scenario,

8
annual rcta1l g;rowtil1 drops from 2.2 percent to 1.

growth in p demggd. 13 Following the ten-year EES, the 2021 2030 period wasQ

105 TR Vol Iv, Pgs 647, 25 through 648, 15.
106 TR Vol iv, PG 651, 1-4.
107 TR Vol Iv, pg 652, 4-21.
108 TR Vol iv, pg 656, 7-15.
109 TR Vol Iv, Pg 657, 9-24.
110 TR Vol Iv, Pgs 658, 25 through 659, 16.
111 TR Vol Iv, pg 662, 10-15.
112 TR Vol iv, Pg 662, 16-21.
113 TR Vol Iv, pg 662, 22 through 663, 4.
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was cautioned to recognize the degree of variabi1ityITq;

costs.

condltlons, such as increased/decreased p49mm9Q§§ r Increased/decreased avoided

program administration, measure incentives and customer measure cost contributions,

were projected to be about $41 per lifetime megawatt hour for the whole portfolio, and

or decrease projected benefits."8
Van~.~could result ~an~ changes in assumed

increased to s1.4 billion from $943 million (p;8'9t valuefqi 4.0%).'

Bill

demand savings from 600 to more than 1

order of $4.

assumed to resume normal underlying load growth of about 3 percent a year, this was

more than doubles the 11fet1me energy savings compared to th€J311s1nle§s as usual

done solely for modeling purposes."4 The cost to meet the EES in 2020, including

scenario, Hom about 43,000 gigawatt hours to 95,000 and increases peak

$55 per lifetime megawatt hour for the residential portfolio.1 is Achievement of the EES

sav;1
¢l}9

The high e881 e .. o resul

lbetwe' . ~~ '
. I =,I " 4 .

Gs were princ"'.y dm ; »l;;4la1dlity plant deferrals and by reductions in utility

.
.< I

M

:Ur

":8'&98f;

m resulted bill savings to ratepayers on the*

?;~;
.4 §8..*

n.

J!

) meg3yv8tts. Total 1 esource benefits

§ ' ` . | [9
'compared to due business as usual case.

£14

I
s

w.

\ rx

£91

numBers. which could increase

y ; .84

comMission
1

fuel and8§Qased power 33dgets'1% In response to questions about the potential impacts

from avoided ex~tex=nalities._.LBNL responded that the planning model was not well suited
59:

4'

114 TR Vol Iv, Pg 664, 16-21.
115 TR Vol Iv, pg 665, 23 through 666, 4.
116 TR Vol Iv, pg 667, 4-11.
117 TR Vol iv, pg 667,7-1 1.
118 TR Vol iv, pg 669, 13-23.
119TR Vol Iv, pg 676, 2-8.
120 TR Vol iv, pg, 676, 24 through 678, 22.
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for identifying those benefits,m however, LBNL re-emphasized that the identified

. 122benefits were conservative numbers.

Following LBNL's presentation, the Commission continued discussion of

recommended decoupling designs and rate related issues. In prior discussions, the

Commission had taken up issues concerning customer classes, collars, types of deferrals,

pilot programs and other issues.123 AECC commented that decquplmg could result in
,¢~f3:¢~,

recession-induced rate increases and urged caution. 124 AEc:'c`fi1§l_3,er argued that the

concept of "average customer" was best applicable t egenual cost4.ers but made
\

*8 , .

'9

little sense for industrial customers.m Rather ti1iziI'fg§g€coLlpli1'1g, I advocated

for adoption of projected test years to address some 0§ ote§tial utility c];alIenges.l26
5

4 LV 4YJ4$ _q.» 24 I

segregated some or
YJ!~ .

; » r •

8- *n=

AECC noted that other jurisdictions ". ~had adopted

all nonresidential customers.m AECC's ~c1~ if

oration of weadler and otherQ;-

factors affecting e1l¢8"*;:tr15.;
2." " y3-g, \

5 - ¢

, ~'ons 1ji'cluded a perceived risk

shin between the utile .gn$9mers thro~ gr the inc

1.1833-fra | the decoy ~°. g» mechanism.128

~n »'**"* i  t h a t  n o  c o n c l u s i o n s  h a d  b e e n  d r a w nI n  1 9 8 9
. " : . _.  x'§: .

° iab4 JL ~9

|

"»< ..4. ,, r,

~

4 .
41.~ , vAus*==--1s"'

I: .  _ \  A E t*@""=
1=- :Y>- ¥

rear g- which custorrg iglasses d be involved in a decoupling mechanism, as this
4145

r 4

. ~ ~ - 4 4
.. .  qt go .>/' *a

,24 .

is a polio ~`~,§5;,ision for the missioners; however, benefits would inure to all

customers & pea c8;5acity.I29 With respect to the issue of weather risk, APS noted

4
1J

121 TR Vol iv, Pgs 717, 21 through 718, 2.
122 TR Vol Iv, pg 720, 1-8.
123 TR Vol Iv, pg 747, 7-1 1.
124 TR Vol Iv, pg 748, 18-25.
125 TR Vol IV, pg 752, 5-16.
126 TR Vol Iv, Pgs 755, 22 through 756, 13.
127 TR Vol Iv, pg 757, 1-5.
128 TR Vol Iv, Pgs 777,18 through 778, 20.
129 TR Vol IV, pg 781, 5-17.
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that the analysis demonstrated that APS would have been better off if weather effects

were excluded, to the one of $15 mi11i<m."0

Stakeholders further noted that large customers, like mines, were typically

excluded from decoupling mechanisms, largely because their operations would not be

contributing to fixed cost recovery through variable charges.131 As a result, these

customers would not be making material impacts on the underl}ngpn0bIem decoupling

.4
4

Q38

r
addresses.'32 Others argued that there could be good reasn'§t8'x_clud1ng certain

customer classes, but that the Commission shou cg'§8.Qom the presjiga

e§8€19n<>¢." '*Qommission s~~£2sls=><>g11i2¢d

yggption that all

customers should be included absent contra;ry*e

. . 6 .. .
that each company presents a unique mix of customer§ h1ch may require each company

r

4

-$4

4

88¢

4*ii .' .4 .

*"~q;~; Q ¢
*

customers, which incl .~2 "IL 88

r L **§ . . . 134
to figure out the best way to address customers and -":;,1,; + ouphng mechanism.

a t 5g~1~ :r

Stakeholders highlighted differer~pp~ , ~ 4 ed to dress large utility

Mel ,g 'MTL to ~L ice rate 8? location, use of a pure net lost

revenue adjustment , . c e of "vestments

` *i. ~.,
2 1 .

. *

_ n

°3- revenue per customer.'35

gif* *.e~»10.20{o wJune Workshopi .
4 . z

.1-_ ;.=,. Q
. ,.

E..
.  54

\e June 10, ,Q gggmclpadly adar¢ssed LBNL's analysis of APS and8 kiiv0t s

L B N tggncremcntal benefits and costs of achieving higher levels of

J41i1+
LZ.*

" ri
"§:,,.' 1 8- .

. f.

TEP wlth e 1mpIementa3§n of th'e EES, with and without decoupling.

energy efficiency on ratepayers and utility shareholders.l36 The analysis addressed
M498w ,Q
'*i§$§l;"38
J"

130 TR Vol Iv, pg 783, 14-23.
131 TR Vol Iv, pg 789, 2-8
132 TR Vol Iv, Pg 789, 9-13.
133 TR Vol Iv, pg 790, 13 through 791, 7.
134 TR Vol Iv, pg 791, 9-15.
135 TR Vol Iv, pg 793, 12 through 794, 23.
136 TR Vol v, pg 812, 3-10.
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impacts to customer bills, rates, earnings and return on equity.137 LBNL's approach

included a long-term 20-year analysis, allowing stakeholders to better understand impacts

. . . . 138
from utlllzatlon of efficiency as a resource over a long-term.

LBNL reiterated and finalized its preliminary findings for APS which LBNL had

presented earlier at the May 24, 2010 workshop. For the business as usual case (with

,43;Q00 gigawatt hours
*

about one percent annual energy savings), LBNL identified ab8 t"

in total energy savings and 600 megawatts of peak demo =sav1g.g§% producing combined
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benef i ts of  about $1.6 bi l l ion on a present value bas lszagost ofa~30nn11i0n,"9

with net benefits of $946 million and a ~8.2, t ratio around 2.140 Th~

scenario, when compared to the business as usual c~ ef*,re"8 sales go in hal f

because of the EES."" When compare,"§¢ the business 'asiusual scenario. the energy
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; n< -~ta energy savlngs, a 150 percentefficiency scenario produced more than " .

and a 50 §eTcent improvement in net resource
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under the hi '.

The L . L analysis al ma customer bill savings in the high efficiency case

g $4.6 billioligqmore Man the bill savings achieved in the business as usualwould 1

case.

$8A*"
LBNL cOndo ed a separate but similar analysis for TEP, examining energy

efficiency impacts on customer bills and rates, the Company's earnings and return on

137 TR Vol v, pg 812, 10-13.
138 TR Vol v, Pgs 813, 22 through 814, 4.
139 TR Vol v, pg 822, 7-17.
140 TR Vol v, pg 826, 20-21 .
141 TR Vol v, pg 832, 13-21.
142 TR Vol v, pg 833, 1-5.
143 TR Vol v, pg 833, 18-20.
144 TR Vol v, Pgs 835, 2 through 836, 8.
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equity. While the TEP analysis made similar assumptions to those in the APS analysis,

key differences included substantially lower growth rates for nor fuel costsl45 and two

year intervals between rate case filings rather than three.146

For the TEP business as usual case, a one percent annual efficiency savings level

was assumed, to be consistent with the APS business as usual case, dough TEP's

exlstmg level of savings is at or about 0.4 percent per year.I47 lower~the business as usual

4 4case (which included the one percent annual efficiency s 8§ 9l), LBNL identified

megawatts o demand

reductions"8 with a value of $472 million (pr s .value £4 )%) in tota¥§tl;3So11rce

about 13,000 gigawatt hours of energy savings and 2 81

.1 4

. » »i .v » 4 "
benefits.149 Under the EES, TEP would achieve cumLI*at1Ve annual savings in excess of
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between

2,000 gigawatt hours in 2020."" The §ES.=flattened retai n_§_ growth and dropped peak

demand growth to half a percentage pow »4118> anSgociated with the EES

more than doubles to .~. ''f'i°1'ife,*energy savf\ ;c1at1vetthe business as usual case of

one percent saving ~- about8900 vs. l3,( GWh), producing a 210 percent

increase in Tzu ~d increase in net resource benetits.'52 The
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Compannglthe hi f~efticiency scenario to the business as usual case revealed

shareholder impacts Qf?"$38 million (present value at 4.0%) between 2011-2020, reducing

145 TR Vol v, PG 846, 13-18.
146 TR Vol v, pg 846, 20-22.
147 TR Vol v, PG 847, 5-19.
14s TR Vol v, PG 848, 5-13.
149 TR Vol V, Pg 849, 2-10. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 30
150 TR Vol v, PG 853, 3-6.
151 TR Vol v, pg 853, 16-20.
152 TR Vol V, Pgs 853, 21 through 854, 2. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update,
Slide 35.
153 LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 38.
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the utility's average return on e up b 46 basis oints.l54 Inca oration of revenue etq y p up p

customer decoupling added $36 million (present value at 4.0%) to TEP earnings over the

10-year period, or 59 basis points to return on equity.l55 Decoupling resulted in a 0.7

percent increase to customer bills, or $70 million (present value at 4.0%) as compared to

$570 million of projected ratepayer bill savings achieved under the EES.156

Combining results for TBP and APS, LBNL identified8' purce net benefits
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on the order of about $2 billion without a decoupling r ~" "~ .1 the high efficiency

case with the EES, and approximately $670 millioirnonqn total net**qneiits than the

business as usual case.157 Customer bill saving 48° -led abbr t $5.2 bi11ion 8'3§ the
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4i3 LBNL's anélyss revealed consistent results between APS and TEP, several

distinct results. Assumed avoided costs were lower for APS than for

TEP utilized"lOwer DSM program costs;l63 nor fuel cost growth assumptions
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; TR Vol v, Pg 857, 16-23.
> TRVol v, Pg 858, 6-11.
STR Vol V, Pg 859, 1-24. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 42.
7 TR Vol V, Pg 861 , 15-21. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 44
g TR Vol v, Pg 861, 21-24.
9 TR Vol V, Pg 862, 1-5. Revised numerical value from LBNL Analysis, June 14 Update, Slide 44.
) TR Vol V, Pg 862, 6-9. .
I TR Vol v, Pg 862, 9-12.
z TR Vol v, Pg 863, 4-12
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were higher for Aps,194 and APS forecasted higher retail sales, customer, and peak

demand growth rates.]65 TEP noted that differences in avoided cost estimates were

largely the result of whether the utility was long or short on resource capacity.166 Parties

noted that assumptions could change some of the total resource benefits, however,

concerns about these benefits were dwarfed by net incremental customer bill savings of

$5.2 billion (combined APS and TEP) over the business as usu »C send $8.7 billion

. . . 167
over a case wlth no energy efticlency savings.
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ratepayers and util .88 d clan 8'ed stalccholdgi oncems The Commission's analysis

revealed M9§ 9r Bil ~ngs f~' I T* ~. - d TBP from achieving the EES, including
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EES ex1sted Customer bill agings would total about $5.2 billion under the EES wlth
.

decoupling whcn>pm;a;d'o a scenario in which the utilities only achieved one percent

annual energy etlfic1c8*1jcy savings. This encourages the Commission to move forward with
, 4

163 TR Vol v, pg 863, 13-16.
164 TR Vol v, pg 863, 17-18.
165 TR Vol v, pg 863, 23-25.
|66 TR Vo1 V, pg 872, 11-15.
167 TR Vol v, Pgs 880 5 through 881, 15.
168 TR Vol v, Pgs 883, 1 through 884, 17.
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steps that support the Standard, including eliminating disincentives to the pursuit of

energy efficiency.

Among the issues stakeholders raised in workshops were: the proper mechanism

for aligning utility and customer incentives, whether differences between new and

existing customers necessitated different treatment, whether adjustments to cost of capital

should be undertaken; whether the Commission should adopt decoupling on a pilot or
34'
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permanent basis; whether full or partial decoupling shou be a41 83.
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whether

adjustments would be blended across custom38classes or Segregated by clel and

whether collars or caps on adjustments were necessargan the appropriate bandwidth for
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timing for adjustments; applicability of decoupling3§:r6s§t1stom<-;1 .ss,es;
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such collars or caps.
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bills
,42!

M§8 89§8venue d eamlng B 's analysis estimated that the utility

: and TE13 *mere Qbe reduced by about $5.2 billion through
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»we .
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compliant the EES, relatives the business as usual case. Slmllar  benefi ts  are

anticipated at o2.)~ ut1l1t1§s Abscnt achievement of the EES, APS and TEP ratepayers

will unnecessarily p~ » between $5.2 billion and $8.7 billion in higher energy bills.
4

The Commission's workshops, while not limited to decoupling, demonstrated

significant interest in decoupling as a means of addressing utility disincentives. Revenue

per customer decoupling is uniquely suited for Arizona as it establishes a target revenue

per customer and responds to customer growth in between rate case cycles. While the
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target revenues per customer are established in traditional rate cases, revenues are

allowed to increase with customer growth, better matching utility costs and revenues. As

recognized in workshops, further analysis is necessary to determine whether new and

existing customers should be expected to consume similar amounts, require similar

infrastructure costs and generate similar revenues. If new customers, whether through

decreased costs to serve or decreased usage, would bring in lessgevenye than existing
,,¢i'a»,.

customers, this dynamic must be considered.

Other proposals discussed in the workshop % 4 d  f i x e d  c  s y a r i a b le  c o s t4 1
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. The Commission believes that adoption of decoupling

pgoposégthat the Commission adopt decoupling as a pilot and

refrain from brow Er act;}on.

should occur in rate cases, with evaluation and review occurring after an initial three year

°'~§i8i;8.

4; 8.4 .
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a

period. This would demonstrate a stronger commitment to decoupling and better

facilitates action on complimentary rate designs and on costs of capital. The Commission

recognizes that Arizona's largest utilities, while improving, are not well-rated by

financial ratings agencies. The Commission believes it is important to send long-term
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signals and demonstrate commitment to decoupling before taking action on costs of

capital. Adoption of decoupling on a pilot basis would not send appropriate signals and

would not demonstrate the requisite commitment to eliminating financial disincentives to

the adoption of energy efficiency.

Parties have argued that full decoupling may draw in effects from factors other

than energy-efficiency, such as weather or economic effects. HQ§3f©4 full decoupling is
t
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preferable as it enhances utility and customer billing sw 1n1sMuvely more

manageable and would allow for rate relief during ei 6n4e earl . Utility

analyses indicated ratepayer benefits even if ue$3:;eftlect§had been coNgererfad.With
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or monthly he Commission bellies that more current ad] vestments respond better to

extreme weathengvents an' "allow for ratepayer relief Appropriate collars or caps on

adjustments ensure tlgat rates will not vacillate between periods. While annual

adjustments may smooth and moderate changes, as a longer tine interval may dampen

seasonal variations, they lack responsiveness to weather events.
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ACC Policy Statement Regarding Utility Disincentives to Energy Efficiency
and Decoupled Rate Structures

POLICY STATEMENTS

1. Diversity and utilization of both demand and supply side options for meeting Arizona's
energy resource needs is beneficial and should be actively pursued by Arizona utilities as
a way of moderating capital expenses, encouraging greater flexibility, ensuring
reliability, and minimizing rate impacts and customer energy bills.

W

ftic° 4 demand side
38 Energy Efficiency

a 3g8g8s savings by 2020.
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2. Arizona utilities should pursue all cost-effective energy effi
management resources, and should meet Arizona's Electric
Standards of at least 22% electric energy savings and at leas

3. Revenue decoupling may offer significant advan8"s,,0ver alter 329 mechanisms for
addressing utility financial disincentives to energ efficiency, as it o b i s better

4 '*83=9
implemented that would provide significant incenti *t ==utilities to go beyond

'll ..
but to actually pmlrg fiésome form of decoupling or

p.eiilq*rder to enco e;?agressive use of
demand side management programs and . e ac tor A§ona's Electric and Gas

. d minimize utility costs.
These types of tech • 8 short term' . d long terjrh benefits:
they allow for custo ll svgs through 1 creased energy efficiency, achieved

d ~.
contribute to plant def- Q~ ~. .~ntribut tlgPimprovements in costs of capital.

Eco 8148 m~ d§ 'are appropriate in general revenue per customer

less the issue a_ssocia9d'with customer growth. Utilities interested in
3 4 . 8 9 8 O:§i".¢i*

certainty futility recovery of authorized fix ~= 3_-,,»: and . aligns ut1lT d`
customer interests. However, improperly design :e,

r~-
complying with the Commission's 1 H 'A Efliciency '4'*'i?.¢¢~ ̀ ust because they are
required to do so, m r
utility financial incentives must be ado 4- ~-~

. r .fn aw- t o
Energy Efficiency Standards~ which will »*'»,;- e 4 --~: Q.;

through Commiss'~ ~ved 1 erg eftici~ ` - . i , ~rograrns, in the long tem they
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revenue p ~tomer deca ling must address whether new customers should be treated
distinctly ~ ~isting cos__Qmers.
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5. Adoption of decoupling (or any other alternative mechanism that provides utility
incentives to prornoteéhergy efficiency) should not occur as a pilot, as this insufficiently
supports demand side management efforts, discourages beneficial changes to rate design
and is unlikely to encourage financial ratings improvements. In lieu of pilot adoption, an
initial three-year review period should be utilized which allows for evaluation and redress
of decoupling models and related issues. The initial review period should be three years
or until the company files its next rate case after a decoupling or alternative mechanism is
approved. The formal review of the mechanism should begin 20 months after it is
approved, to allow adequate time for review by the Commission prior to the beginning of
the subsequent period. If Commission Staff is not able to conduct this review due to
resource constraints, an evaluation contractor shall be hired by the utility.

.. * Q
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6. Commitment to and early implementation of decoupling should precede significant
adjustments to cost of capital if a revenue per customer decoupling mechanism is
approved for a utility. Therefore, decoupling-specific adjustments to cost of capital
should not be proposed for the initial review period. The review of the initial three-year
period following adoption of revenue per customer decoupling should include analysis
and discussion of possible adjustments to cost of capital to recognize any modified risk at
the utilities, as well as benchmarking and comparisons to other utilities operating with
revenue per customer decoupling.
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7. Utilities are encouraged to develop customer rate designs that

Utllltles may propose preliminary rate designs for the 1nit1al{hree= ear period, and the

Revisions to the preliminary rate designs based on thel*?esU'lts of the review should be4
31:5 Lr
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4*} we '4.9

.*_Sl.1PPQIIt energy
efficiency and work well in tandem with decoupling (or alterative mechanisms).

preliminary rate designs should be evaluated during the review of ieinitial period.

proposed for the subsequent period.

8. Full decoupling is preferable to partial decouphngias it coNtributes to greater rate
stability which would encourage improvements in ti'nap§§8al ratings, is administratively
more manageable, and offers opportu__r_;ities for rate relfef gllowing extreme weather
events.
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Weather normalization in the applicator o deeOUp '
normalization would reduce the size of dh 'au in surer bitS to customers following an
extreme weather event , i f

10. Decoupling adjustments should occur mor ffgequently than on an annual basis,
may provide ratepayers wt weather lated rate .

on monthly'01¢»even qua ""1§asis, where technologically and
for weather related rate relief and are encouraged.

ll. Broad anticipation 1 ecouplingis preferred, however, the unique characteristics of
each utile nt treatment of some customer classes. Utilities should
address any proposed distinct treatments and justify why certain customer classes may
merit different treatment. `

12. Decoupling adjustments should be blended and applied across customer classes to
discourage dramatic changes experienced by any one class.

4 4 4 i .

we. 64" f i g
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13. Decoupling adjustments applied in a manner to encourage energy efficiency are
preferred, such as applying decoupling surcharges to rates and higher-usage blocks to
encourage energy efficiency, and applying decoupling surcredits to reward customers
who use less energy.

14. Collars or caps on decoupling adjustments should be designed to encourage
gradualism, and to minimize the short-term effects on customers. If the decoupling
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adjustments are to occur on a monthly, quarterly, or less-than-annual basis, the utility
should propose a cap for the periodic decoupling adjustments. Customers should receive
the full amount of any refund in a timely manner in the event that achieved revenue per
customer exceeds authorized revenue per customer. Therefore, it is not necessary to cap
the amount of surcredit decoupling adjustments or refunds to customers.

ORDER

A utility may file a proposal for alternative mechanics r addressing utility
financial disincentives to energy efficiency, 9 2
in its next general rate case. A utility tiling such a decoli Njg prop,g_§8l should address
this policy in its filing and should use this policy as; Drhent of its
proposal.

including t~=;=; ";;=m=t decoupling,
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